1

Mirror

Sun 11 Apr

What can I do in the next 13
days to use my discernment
in order to keep what I want
and let go of the old?

White Mirror

4

Wavespell

5

2

Storm

13

6

Mon 12 Apr

In which ways has it been
difficult for me to embrace
the storms in my life and
find calm amidst chaos?

3

Sun

8
9

What helps me to shine
brighter so that I can be of
service and share my gifts
with others with clarity?

Dragon Core Day

3

11

Wind Core Day

11 - 23 Apr

12

13
left

Thu 15 Apr

What empowers me to have
the freedom to show up
in the world and let others
know me for who I am?

End Here

D isce rnin g

Star Core Day

Wed 21 Apr

Which blockages am I
willing to dissolve in order
to experience more beauty
in my life and in the world?

10

Hand Core Day

Tue 20 Apr

How can I take care of my
health holistically in order
to manifest the life I want
in healthier ways?

1

6

Thu 22 Apr

10

Wed 14 Apr

Start Here

Moon Core Day

What makes me happy and
helps me to flow that I want
to share with others, as we all
become mirrors to each other?

2021

How can I give shape to my
life in more nurturing ways
to experience wellbeing
while birthing the new?

5

12

11

2

4

Fri 23 Apr

As I give closure to this
Wavespell, am I ready to
open my heart and reflect
my love back into the world?

7

Tue 13 Apr

Dog Core Day

Right

Night Core Day

Fri 16 Apr

In which ways can I open up
to creating and attracting
more abundance in my life
to feel balanced and valued?

For additional information visit: MayanKin.com/blog/

7

Seed Core Day

Sat 17 Apr

How can I step out of my
comfort zone in ways that my
actions are in resonance with
my intentions so I can grow?

8

Serpent Core Day

Sun 18 Apr

What am I willing to shed
which is no longer in
alignment with whom I am
becoming to feel in integrity?

9

World Bridger Core Day

Mon 19 Apr

What will help me to push
my intention forward as I
surrender to my true path
and bridge my worlds?
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